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Abstract
The paper presents a possibility of determining (assessing) operation of sliding bearings with multilayer
bushings in crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines. Properties of load and wear, particularly fatigue and
abrasive, are characterized in general. Acoustic emission as a diagnostic signal was proved to be useful for
detection of the wear of sliding and barrier layers. Results of measurements of acoustic emission parameters,
made with AMSY-5, the 12-channel system, manufactured by Vallen GmbH are presented herein. The
measurements include such parameters as: the number of discrete emissions determined by counts of EA events,
the effective value (RMS), the number and also the rate per unit of time of oscillating above the threshold level
(the number of exceeding the threshold level), amplitude of discrete emission signal, rise time, duration time and
damping time of discrete emission, power (energy unit) of discrete emission signal. The usefulness of acoustic
emission (AE) application as a diagnostic signal for detection of micro-damage in sliding and barrier layers of
bearings in crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines was confirmed.
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1. Introduction
Operation of marine diesel engines, especially the main ones, requires determination
(assessment) of work of their main and crank sliding bearings. This is because the sliding
bearings in piston-crank mechanisms of diesel engines, just like of other internal combustion
engines, are these tribological systems which are the most loaded [1, 9, 14, 16, 17]. The load
on the bearings may be different, depending on the engine rotational speed (n) and the rate of
pressure rise (ϕ p ). Bearings of high-speed engines receive higher dynamic load than the
bearings of medium- and low-speed engines. Consequently, the life of these bearings till
damage is shorter. Mechanical load in high-speed engines is characterized by a high rate of
dp
pressure rise ( ϕ p =
), which in significant way affects adversely the wear of main and
dα

crank bearings. As a result, the bearings get damage faster. Sometimes, the damage occurs to
the bearings during a ship's cruise. The empirical studies show that values of loads on engine
piston-crank mechanisms at any time t (Q t ) cannot be predicted accurately, but with a certain
probability only [3, 4, 5, 8, 17, 18, 21]. Thus, the following hypothesis H 1 can be formulated:
"the load on bearings Q t in engine piston-crank mechanisms, at any time t, is a random
variable, because its values of the sequentially performed measurements, can be
predicted only with a specified probability". Thus, at any time t, different values of ratings
(parameters) can be registered for the said load, which are random events [1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 12, 14,
16, 19, 20].
The so far studies also provide that a stochastic relation should be expected between
mechanical load QM (t ) and thermal load QC (t ) of bearings in crank-piston mechanisms of
marine diesel engines [2, 4, 5, 11, 20]. Hence the conclusion comes that the relationship
between the processes of QM (t ) and QC (t ) loads cannot be described by applying a common
method of algebraic equations [10, 14]. The relationship between the said loads on diesel
engine bearings is affected by a large number of factors, including those which cannot be
measured [4, 13, 18, 19, 21]. Thus, for any bearing the degree of association of its QtM with
its QtC , at any arbitrary time t, may be very different. Explanations for this dependence can be
included in the following hypothesis H 2 : " for any bearing in crank-piston mechanisms of
internal combustion engines, at any time t, there is a stochastic dependence between its
thermal load Q tC and mechanical load Q tM , because the specific variants of the thermal
load Q tC are accompanied by different variants of its mechanical load Q tM " [2, 6, 8, 10,
19]. Therefore, it is clear why the up to now studies on diesel engines say that bearing failure
cannot be predicted precisely (but only with a certain probability).
For that reason, an assumption needs to be made that wear of sliding layers of bushings,
due to their loading, must also be considered at any time t as a random variable Z t . The wear
analyzed in any time interval t 0 ≤ t ≤ t n ,, should be considered as a random function Z(t)
which is a set of random variables Z t for the said time interval [t 0 , t n ]. It is essential that the
wear is possible to be noticed at the earliest possible stage of its occurrence. This requires
application of appropriate diagnosing systems (SDG) to control the operation D(t) of bearings
up to the distinguished time t. In this case, engine sliding bearings must be treated as
diagnosed systems (SDN), which along with the SDG make diagnostic systems (SD) [4, 22].
Nowadays, the method which allows investigation of acoustic emission (AE) [11, 13, 23] and
vibroacoustic processes [20] is more and more often used to identify technical condition of
sliding bearings. The further considerations provide a proposal of applying acoustic emission
(AE) as a diagnostic signal to identify technical condition of bushing layers for sliding
bearings in diesel engines [6]. This proposal follows from the fact that acoustic emission as an
effect of spreading the vanishing low-energy elastic wave formed in the consequence of
micro-damage occurrence in sliding layers of bushings, detects the damage initiation earlier
than other diagnostic signals [11, 13, 22, 23, 25-28]. Due to this, the time of correct work of
main and crank bearings in diesel engines can be determined more precisely. This in turn
makes that operation of bearings in any piston-crank mechanism of the engines can be
determined more precisely. As for assessment of the operation it is necessary to determine the
accurate time of correct work of the bearing (apart from work that the bearing is to perform),
which results from the interpretation of operation of bearings in the crank-piston system
2. Interpretation of operation in terms of energy for bearings in crank-piston
mechanisms of diesel engines
During operation of bearings in crank-piston systems of a diesel engine there is a need to
prevent damage in sliding layers of their bushings. This requires control over the wear of

sliding layers of the bushings. This is necessary because with increase in bushing wear, the
operation (D Ł ) of bearings, so the engine as well. is reduced [7]. This operation consists in
transferring the mechanical energy that induces exchange of piston motion to crankshaft
movement so that the work L needed to complete the task Z = 〈Φ, W, t〉 can be performed at
a given time t. This task means such operation of Φ of bearings, to enable them transfer of the
occurring loads Q t = 〈Q tC , Q tM 〉 under the given conditions W and at the demanded time t.
Such understood bearing operation can be analytically expressed as a relationship [24]:
tz

D Ł = ∫ L(t )dt

(1)

t0

where: D Ł - bearing operation, L - work that allows performance of a specific task,
t - time of task performance, t 0 - start time of operation, t z - time needed to perform the
task Z.
Operation D Ł defined by the formula (1) can be shown as a graph in a „L–t”
coordinate system, which is called the graph of bearing operation [7]. An example of such an
operation graph for a selected time t z , t min and t max is depicted in Fig. 1.
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Fig 1. Exemplary graph of operation for an engine bearing: L(t) – work performed at any time t ≥ 0, L 1 – work
performed by bearing No. 1 (less worn), L 2 – work performed by bearing
No. 2 (more worn), L r – work at time t 0 of starting operation D Ł , L p – work at any time (t) needed for bearing
operation without its useful load, L r – real work during performance of the task Z, L z - average work needed to
perform the task Z, E[L(t)] – expected value of L t ,
σ[L(t)] – standard deviation of L t , D Ł (t) – operation at (any) time t, D Łz – operation until t z , D Łmax – operation
at time t max , D Łmin – operation at time t max , D Łmin – bearing operation demanded to perform the task Z, t u –time
of correct work of the bearing, t z –time needed to perform the task Z, t – time

The importance of accurate diagnosis on the technical state of bushings of engine main
and crank bearings and thereby establishment of the value of the possible operation D MŁ for
this kind of bearings can be explained on the example of the operation graph shown in Fig. 1.
The operation graph shows the area of operation D WŁz for the required bearing, which is
necessary to perform the task Z. The operation area L z –1–2–4–L p is colored with green.
Possible operations D MŁz depend on the condition of bearings. The bearing, whose work
possible to perform is denoted with the function L 1 = f 1 (t), is capable to perform the task Z.
However, the bearing in the condition, that allows performance of work defined with the
function L 2 = f 2 (t), is unable to perform the task.

The operation graph (Fig. 1) shows that the bearing which is capable to perform the work
only following the equation L 2 = f 2 (t), cannot perform the task Z. This is due to the fact that
the bearing's demanded operation D WŁz is defined by the area L z –1–2–4–L p . The bearing's
possible operation D MŁz is determined by a smaller area L z –1–3–4–L p .
Therefore, using the formula (1) and Fig.(1) the following can be determined [24]:
1) demanded operation for a bearing to perform the task
tz

DWŁ , z = ∫ (L z − L p )dt = (L z − L p ) ⋅ t z

(2)

0

2) possible operation for a bearing during task performance, when L 2 = f 2 (t),
tz
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DMŁ , z = ∫ (L z − L p )dt − ∫ (L z − L2 )dt = DWŁ , z − L z ⋅ (t z − t u ) + ∫ f 2 (t )dt

(3)

Assuming that changes in bearing's work on the track 1 - 3 are linear, the considerations
can include the bearing operation illustrated by the triangle with vertices 1 – 2 – 3. In this
case, its cathetus 1-2 is equal to (t z – t u ), while the cathetus 2-3 is equal to 1/ 3 (L z – L p ). In this
case, according to equation (3), the bearing's possible operation D MŁz can be determined with
the formula
(4)

D MŁz = D WŁz – 1/ 6 (L z – L p )⋅(t z – t u )

From equations (2) and (3) and the equation (4) as well, it follows that
D MŁz < D WŁz ,

(5)

which means that bearing's possible operation (D MŁz ) is not sufficient to perform the task
Z = 〈Φ, W, t〉. The task can be performed by a bearing whose operation allows to carry out the
work (i.e., convert energy into work) according to the equation L 1 = f 1 (t).
The considerations show that we should tend to determine the time of correct work for
each bearing, i.e. the time of its operation until its damage. The time can be determined with
diagnosing systems (SDG) capable to record and analyze parameters of acoustic emission
(AE), which here is considered as a diagnostic signal, that enables assessment of bearing
condition. This requires investigation of acoustic emission in order to determine the
relationship between diagnostic EA parameters and the technical state of sliding layers of
engine bearings.
3. Detection of micro-damage in sliding layers of bearings in crank-piston mechanisms
of diesel engines
Bearings of marine engines generally comprise multilayer bushings, which consist of
a sliding surface on the contact side with a journal (or main crankshaft) and, further in
succession there are: barrier layer, supporting substrate (sliding layer), a steel shell (husk), and
a protective coating [14, 16].

During operation of diesel engines, damage of bearings in the crank-piston mechanisms
is usually the result of raising wear of their bushings [6].
Damages such as fatigue cracks in the bushings are the consequence of their dynamic
loading which has roughly a pulsing character, and may cause a fatigue damage.
Tests of bearings with bushings type MB 58 were carried out at the rotational speed of
3000 rev / min, the values of load P = 20÷111 kN and the pressures p = 71 MPa, In
consequence a flow of cyclic load was obtained for the tested bearing, which is shown in Fig.
2. The averaged course of this load, registered by an EA measuring system is depicted in Fig.
3 [6].

Fig. 2. Flow of the load on a sliding bearing with tested bushings type MB58 [6,22, 23]

Fig. 3. Flow of the load on a sliding bearing with tested bushings type MB58, averaged by AE measuring system
[6, 22, 23]

Permanent monitoring and recording of load and temperature of the tested bearing and
the support, temperature of oil and shaft rotational speed were provided by the measuring
system on the bench (Fig. 4). Prior to mechanical and thermal overload the bearings were
protected by an automatic control system. If the temperature of any bearing rose above 403oK,
the bench would automatically switch itself off [6, 21].
Acoustic emission AE was recorded permanently in order to register the AE signals
coming from the working bearing with the tested bushings for both: a bearing in good
condition and a bearing with developing fatigue damage. The collected measurement data was
subject to parametric and frequency analysis in order to select out the signals characterizing
the states of bearing emergency operation for the tested bushings type MB58 [6].

For analysis of the recorded AE signals there were applied the methods of analysis, such
as: wavelet transformation, neural networks, patterne recognition, finite element method
(FEM). One of the applications is VisualClass from the Vallen’s software, which uses the
method of patterne recognition. It allows to obtain the full shape and form of AE wave and its
frequency components (Fourier transforms), the peak amplitude, the amplitudes of the
components, RMS and the pulse signal energy, and classifies them into individual groups of
similar waveforms. VisualClass software enables to build classifiers that contain rules to
associate the particular waves with relevant classes that are used by VisualAE to identify the
AE sources.
The measurements of AE parameters were carried out by using the 12-channel AMSY-5
System and set of sensors: VS30-V, VS150-RIC, VS375-RIC, VS75-V, WD1, SAE45-A
[6, 22, 23]. The test system type AMSY-5 consists of the following components: EA sensors,
preamplifiers including pre-filter, primary filters, electronic unit performing integrations,
differentiations, logarithms and comparisons, digital converter boards (modules), main
processor controlling the system processes, with relevant software, data visualization and
analysis software [6, 22, 23]. A detailed description of the test bench and particulars on the
Vallen’s AMSY-5 system as well as methodology of the carried tests on bushings for sliding
bearings are presented in the publication [6].

Fig. 4 Diagram of a measuring system displaying the quantities of: T b – temperature of the tested bearing, T p –
temperature of the support bearing, T ot – ambient temperature, T ol – oil temperature, F max – loading force on the
tested bearing, p ob – lubricating oil pressure in the tested bearing, p op – lubricating oil pressure in support
bearings, n – rotational speed of the tested shaft [6, 23]

Registration by the AMSY-5 system of the first signs of AE activity was a signal to
interrupt the test. Then inspection took place to identify the technical condition of the
bushing. It was found that the bushing had small grooves caused by micro-cuttings in its
sliding surface with solid particles. No signs of seizure were found in the surface. A view of
the tested bushing surface is shown in Fig. 5

Fig. 5. View of bushing surface made of MB58 material, with visible grooves that occurred by micro-cuttings in
the sliding surface with solid particles [6, 21].

After re-installing the bushing the tests were continued until a clear instability in values
of bearing operation parameters, the temperature in particular, was recorded. After breaking
the test (switching off the bench) and surveying the bushing, there were found visible changes
in its sliding layer, indicating fatigue damage. A view of the layer is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. A view of the bushing surface type MB58 with fatigue damage after test completion [6, 21]

Detection of the damage in the tested bushing made of the MB58 material, shown in Fig.
6 and 7, was possible due to AE signals registered during testing of the bearing. The signals
were processed through the defined filters provided by the Vallen’s "VisualAE" software to
eliminate interference (electrical, electromagnetic). For the signals the following parameters
were taken into account: rise time, counts, duration, amplitude and RMS. An analysis of the
obtained results enabled production of graphs, for each measuring channel, which illustrate
dependence of signal duration from amplitude (Fig. 7), counts as an amplitude function (Fig.
8) and RMS as a function of time (Fig. 9).

Fig. 7. Values of signal duration depending on the amplitude for individual channels throughout the entire period
of testing of the bushing type MB58 [6, 22].

Fig. 8. Counts as an amplitude function for individual channels throughout the entire period of testing of the
bushing type MB58 [6, 22]

Fig. 9 shows the graphs illustrating for each AE sensor, the dependences of RMS-Status
values from duration, with a significantly higher activity of AE. At that time the fatigue cracks
on the bushing surface were identified. The registered RMS values were from 50μV to
1900μV, depending on the used parameter and the type of sensor.

Fig. 9. Graphs of RMS-Status parameters for individual measuring channels, as functions of time which enabled
identification of fatigue cracks in the bushing surface [6, 22]

Additionally, during the fatigue tests on the bushing, a frequency analysis of AE signals
was carried out. The results of the analysis, developed in the form of graphs, are depicted in
Fig. 10 and 11. The graphs demonstrate the frequency distribution for the maximum
amplitudes of AE signals during measurements, for individual measuring channels and all the
channels together.

Fig. 10. Graphs of frequency values for the maximum amplitude of the signals (F(max.Amp.) [kHz]), as the
functions of time, for the entire period of testing of the bushing type MB58
[6, 22]

Fig. 11. Distribution of frequency values for the maximum amplitude of the signals in time, for all measuring
channels throughout the entire period of testing of the bushing type MB58 [6, 22]

The above analysis allowed to carry out classification of the signals by using the
VisualClass application, which bases on frequency characteristics of AE signals [6].
The graphs (Fig. 12 and 13) were developed as a result of the analyzes, which indicate
that 2 (two) classes of AE signals can be distinguished. It has been found thereby that the
selected class 2 encloses signals produced by the damaged sliding layer of a bushing and the
class 1 encloses interference.

Fig. 12. Probability distribution for particular classes, for fundamental features [6, 22]

Prototype file of
AE from damage

Prototype file of AE
from interference

Fig. 13. Probability density function and features for classification of AE signals into 2 (two) classes after the
transforms [6, 22]

In turn, Fig. 14 presents the intensity of the signals in the given class for relevant
measurement sequences. It shows that the signals from the class 2 dominate only when the
material damage in the sliding layer of the bushing occurs. In the early stage of testing, i.e.
when the bearing break-in proceeds, although the total number of the registered AE signals is
high, the signals from the class 2 are scarce. This reveals a possibility of selecting the signals,
registered during work of a damaged bushing, which are oriented to damage.

Fig. 14. Intensity of AE signals for the given class (1 - interference, 2 - damage) during crack initiation and
development within the sliding surface of the bearing alloy type MB58 [6, 22]

4. Remarks and conclusions
For bearings of marine diesel engines, both their load Q(t) and their wear Z(t)
investigated in their operation time t are stochastic processes. Hence, the conclusion that the
dependence between the load processes Q(t) and the wear Z(t) cannot be described by
applying a common algebraic equations method. This would make identification of bearings
condition complicated, because for each time t, the values of the processes are random
variables Q t and Z t . This is because it is impossible to predict the bearing technical state, only
to estimate the probability of its occurrence.
Following the considerations, the theory of random processes, stochastic in particular,
should be applied for investigating the process of changes in technical state of bearings for
crank-piston mechanisms of diesel engines.
No possibility for unambiguous identification of technical condition of main and crank
bearings for marine engines causes that operation of each of the bearings cannot be accurately
determined. Nevertheless, it is necessary to assess the possible operation (D MŁ ) for each
bearing as well as the demanded operation (D WŁ ), which is essential for operation of the
bearings to perform the task (Z) taken by the engine operator. Hence, there is a need to
continue the studies which should aim at building diagnosing systems (SDG) for bearings,
capable to detect damage in bushings at the earliest possible stage of its initiation. Such
a possibility exists in case of use of diagnosing apparatus (UD) belonging to the said SDG,
which are designed to analyze acoustic emission (AE) as a diagnostic signal that contains
information on the technical state of sliding layers of bearing bushings for crank-piston
systems of marine diesel engines. The conducted empirical studies confirmed the usefulness
of acoustic emission as a diagnostic signal for identification of technical condition of the
bushings.
The analysis of the test results provide a conclusion that a dynamic load does not lead to
a sudden catastrophic fatigue damage in the alloy of bushings in sliding bearings. Fatigue
damage develops slowly, and its advance degree can be evaluated on the base of parametric
(amplitude-frequency) analysis of the recorded AE signals.
The data collected during the measurements and the classifiers built on this basis by using
the VisualClass application, are useful for identification of AE signals being produced by
damage in bushing alloys, for further studies on diesel engines. This means that the possibility
exists for application of the mentioned classifiers in diagnostic tests of bushings of main and
crank bearings in marine diesel engines, under operation in real conditions.
When building classifiers it is important to develop them with regard to as many
performed measurements as possible, because the classifier effectiveness grows with the
increase in number of performed measurements.
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